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ABSTRACT
We present a novel approach to re-ranking a list that was
retrieved in response to a query so as to improve precision
at the very top ranks. The approach is based on utilizing
a second list that was retrieved by using, for example, a
different retrieval method and/or query representation. In
contrast to commonly-used methods for fusion of retrieved
lists, our approach also exploits inter-document-similarities
between the lists — a potentially rich source of additional
information. Empirical evaluation shows that our methods
are effective in re-ranking a high quality TREC run using
a second high-quality run; the resultant performance also
favorably compares with that of a state-of-the-art fusion
method. Furthermore, we show that our methods can help
to effectively tackle two long-standing challenges; namely,
integration of document-based and cluster-based retrieved
results; and, improvement of the performance robustness,
and overall effectiveness, of pseudo-feedback-based retrieval.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Information Search
and Retrieval]: Retrieval models
General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation
Keywords: ad hoc retrieval, re-ranking, inter-document-similarities,
cluster-based retrieval, robust pseudo-feedback-based retrieval

1.

INTRODUCTION

Attaining high precision at the very top ranks of results
returned in response to a query is an important challenge
that search engines have to address. To that end, researchers
have proposed, among others, a re-ranking paradigm: automatically re-ordering the documents in an initially retrieved
list so as to improve precision at top ranks [47, 25, 34, 19,
28]. The motivation is based on the fact that the ratio of
relevant to non-relevant documents in the initial list is often
much larger than that in the entire corpus.
We present a novel approach to re-ranking an initially retrieved list. Our approach is based on utilizing information
induced from a second list that is retrieved in response to
the query by using, for example, a different retrieval method
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and/or query representation. Specifically, we exploit information induced from similarities between documents in the
two lists so as to re-rank the initial list.
Indeed, it has long been acknowledged that fusing retrieved lists — i.e., conceptually combining “experts’ recommendations” — is quite effective for retrieval [22, 32, 16,
3, 38, 6]. Many fusion methods “reward” documents that
are highly ranked in many of the lists. The effectiveness
of this principle is often attributed to the fact that there is
high overlap between relevant documents in the lists and low
overlap between non-relevant documents [32]. However, it
turns out that on many occasions, the lists to be fused contain different relevant documents, and, hence, fusion methods tend to fall short in such cases [18, 23, 42, 5].
Our models address this potential relevant-set “mismatch”
by letting similar — but not necessarily identical — documents to provide relevance-status support to each other.
Case in point, similar documents can potentially be viewed
as discussing the same topics. Specifically, if relevant documents are assumed to be similar following the cluster hypothesis [44], then they can “support” each other via interdocument similarities.
Thus, the basic principle underlying our methods — inspired by work on re-ranking a list using inter-document
similarities within that list [19, 28] — is as follows. We reward documents in the initial list that are highly ranked,
and that are similar to documents that are highly ranked in
the second list.
Our models are shown to be effective in re-ranking a high
quality TREC run, using a second high-quality run; the
performance also favorably compares with that of a stateof-the-art fusion method used to integrate the two runs.
As it turns out, our models are also effective in addressing
two long-standing challenges. The first is the integration of
results produced by standard document-based retrieval with
those produced by cluster-based retrieval [24, 14]. It was
observed [23] that using the two retrieval paradigms yields
result-lists with different sets of relevant documents — a
scenario motivating the development of our models. Indeed,
using our methods to re-rank the result-list of documentbased retrieval using that of cluster-based retrieval yields
performance that is superior to that of using each alone.
Furthermore, the performance is also superior to that of a
state-of-the-art fusion method that integrates the two lists;
and, to that of a state-of-the-art re-ranking method that
operates only on the document-based retrieved list.
The second challenge that we address is improving the
performance robustness (and overall effectiveness) of pseudo-

feedback-based query-expansion [37, 2, 17, 12, 33]. While
pseudo-feedback-based retrieval methods improve retrieval
effectiveness on average, the performance for many queries
is substantially lower than that of using the original query
rather than the expanded one. A major cause of this performance robustness problem is query drift [37] — the change
in underlying intention between the original query and its
expanded form. We re-rank the retrieval results of a state-ofthe-art pseudo-feedback-based method using those retrieved
in response to the original query. The idea is to reward documents that are highly ranked when using pseudo-feedback,
and, which “preserve” the original-query “intent” by the
virtue of being similar to documents highly ranked in response to the original query. Our methods yield performance
that is better, and more robust, than that of using pseudofeedback-based retrieval alone; and, than that of using a
state-of-the-art fusion method for this task.

2.

RETRIEVAL FRAMEWORK

We use q and d to denote a query and a document, respectively. Our goal is to re-rank an initial list of documents,
Linit , which was retrieved in response to q by some search
algorithm that was run over a given corpus, so as to improve precision at top ranks. To that end, we assume that
a second list, Lhelp , was also retrieved in response to q using, for example, a different search algorithm or/and query
representation. Since Linit and Lhelp could be considered as
the outputs of two classifiers [16], information induced from
Lhelp can potentially help in re-ranking Linit .
To indicate that d is a member of list L, we write d ∈ L;
we use ScoreL (d) to denote d’s (non-negative) retrieval score
def

in L. (For d 6∈ L, ScoreL (d) = 0.) The methods we present
use a measure sim(x, y) of the similarity between texts x and
y; we describe the measure in Section 5. We will also make
use of Kronecker’s delta function: for argument s, δ[s] = 1
if s holds, and 0 otherwise.

2.1 Similarity-based re-ranking
One potential way to re-rank Linit using Lhelp is by rewarding documents that are highly ranked in Linit , and that
are also positioned at high ranks of Lhelp . Indeed, such ranking principle underlies most standard approaches for fusion
of retrieved lists [22, 32, 16]. However, there is evidence
that different retrieved lists might contain different relevant
documents [42]. This observation holds whether the lists are
retrieved in response to different query representations [18],
or produced by different retrieval algorithms using the same
query representation [23]. Hence, standard fusion methods
can fall short in these cases.
To address this challenge, we can exploit a potentially rich
source of information not utilized by current fusion methods, namely, inter-document similarities. Case in point, if
the top-ranked document in Linit is not the same document
as the top-ranked one in Lhelp , but their content overlaps
to a major extent, then the latter can potentially provide
“relevance-status” support to the former. More generally,
documents that are highly ranked in Lhelp , and hence, are
presumed to be relevant by the ranking method that created Lhelp , can provide relevance-status support to those
documents in Linit that they are similar to.
Thus, the following (re-)ranking principle for documents
in Linit emerges. A document in Linit should be ranked

high if it is (i) initially highly ranked in Linit , and (ii) (very)
similar to (many) documents that are highly ranked in Lhelp .
The (qualitative) relevance-scoring principle just described
conceptually generalizes the one underlying standard fusion
approaches. That is, if we deem two documents “similar” if
and only if they are the same document, then a document
is presumed to be relevant if it is highly ranked in both
retrieved lists. Furthermore, this relevance-scoring principle is conceptually a generalization of recently-proposed approaches for re-ranking a list based on inter-document similarities within the list [4, 19, 28]. Such methods reward documents in the list that are both highly ranked and highly
similar to many other (highly ranked) documents. Thus,
if Lhelp is set to be Linit , our relevance-scoring principle
echoes these approaches.

2.2 Algorithms
Following some previous work on re-ranking search results
[19, 28], we let document dh in Lhelp to provide relevancestatus support only to documents in Linit that are most
similar to it — i.e., its nearest neighbors in the similarity
space. Formally, we use N eighbors(dh ; α) to denote the set
of α documents d in Linit that yield the highest sim(dh , d);
α is a free parameter. (Ties are broken by document ID.)
Thus, document d in Linit gets relevance-status support
from its set of supporters: the documents in Lhelp that it is
def

among the nearest-neighbors of; formally, supporters(d) =
{dh ∈ Lhelp : d ∈ N eighbors(dh ; α)}.
We can now quantify the above-stated relevance-scoring
principle. That is, we reward document d in Linit if it is initially highly ranked, and if its supporters are highly ranked
in Lhelp and provide d with a large extent of support; we
use the inter-document similarity estimate to measure the
level of support. The resultant algorithm, SimRank, then
scores d by1 :
def

ScoreSimRank (d) =
ScoreLinit (d)

(1)
X

ScoreLhelp (dh )sim(dh , d).

dh ∈supporters(d)

Note that documents in Linit that appear in Lhelp receive self support by the virtue of self similarity. We might
want, however, to further reward these documents as work
on fusion of retrieved lists has demonstrated the merits in
doing so [22, 32]. Therefore, inspired by the CombMNZ fusion method [22, 32], we also consider the SimMNZRank
algorithm that doubles the score of d if it appears in Lhelp :2
def

ScoreSimM NZRank (d) =

(2)
(δ[d ∈ Linit ] + δ[d ∈ Lhelp ])ScoreSimRank (d).

1
Note that normalizing retrieval scores using the sum of
scores so as to yield probability distributions has no effect on
the induced ranking. Furthermore, experiments show that
normalizing the inter-document-similarities values does not
result in performance improvements.
2
Note that δ[d ∈ Linit ] = 1 since d ∈ Linit ; “MNZ” stands
for “multiply non zero similarities” — i.e., non-zero retrieval
scores, which in our case is either 1 or 2.

3.

APPLICATIONS

The proposed algorithms can be used with any two lists
that are retrieved in response to q. Indeed, in Section 5.1 we
demonstrate their effectiveness when employed with highquality TREC runs [46].
As it turns out, our methods can also be used to tackle
two long-standing problems; namely, integrating the results
of cluster-based retrieval with those of document-based retrieval [23]; and, improving the robustness (and overall effectiveness) of pseudo-feedback-based query expansion methods [2, 17, 12, 33].

3.1 Integrating document-based and clusterbased retrieval
One of the most common cluster-based retrieval paradigms
follows van Rijsbergen’s cluster hypothesis [44], which states
that “closely-associated documents tend to be relevant to
the same requests”. Specifically, the idea is to cluster the
corpus into clusters of similar documents; then, at retrieval
time, the constituent documents of the clusters most similar to the query are presented as results. The hypothesis
is that these clusters contain a high percentage of relevant
documents [24, 14, 45, 23]. Griffiths et al. [23] observed
that the list of documents retrieved in this fashion yields
the same retrieval effectiveness as that resulting from comparison of the query with documents (i.e., document-based
retrieval). However, the overlap between the relevant document sets in the two lists was somewhat small. While noting
that integration of the two lists could potentially yield significant merits over using each alone, they left the question
of how to automatically perform the integration open.
This mismatch between sets of relevant documents was
an important motivating factor in deriving our approach.
Hence, we will test the effectiveness of our methods in reranking the results of document-based retrieved (Linit ) using those of cluster-based retrieval (Lhelp ) in Section 5.2.

3.2 Robust pseudo-feedback-based retrieval
Pseudo-feedback-based query expansion is a highly effective retrieval paradigm [10]. The approach is based on performing standard document-based retrieval in response to
the query, and, then, using terms from the top-retrieved
documents for expanding the query; the expanded query
form is then used for ranking. While such methods improve
retrieval effectiveness on average, there are many queries for
which the performance is substantially lower than that of
using the original query with no expansion [2, 17, 12, 33].
One of the major reasons for this performance robustness
problem is query drift — the shift in intention between the
information need represented by the original query and that
represented by its expanded form [37].
Our methods can be used to potentially ameliorate the
query-drift problem. Specifically, we can re-rank a list produced by pseudo-feedback-based retrieval (Linit ) using a list
retrieved in response to the original query (Lhelp ). The potential merit in doing so is as follows. Consider a document
d, which is highly ranked in Linit , but which is not in Lhelp
— e.g., d does not exhibit high surface-level query similarity. (Note that if d is relevant, then this is an example for a
relevant-documents-sets mismatch that our methods try to
address.) Now, d is rewarded by our methods if it is similar
to highly-ranked documents in Lhelp ; those could be considered as reflecting the corpus-context of the query by the

virtue of the way Lhelp was created. In such a case, d can
potentially be considered as “faithful” to the original query,
and, hence, less probable to manifest query drift.

4. RELATED WORK
If we consider documents to be similar if and only if they
are the same document, then our methods reduce to using
the principle underlying most fusion methods; that is, rewarding documents that are highly ranked in many of the
fused lists [16, 21, 6, 38]. Yet, we note that our methods
re-rank Linit , while fusion methods produce result-lists that
can contain documents that are in Lhelp but not in Linit . In
Section 5 we demonstrate the merits of our approach with
respect to a state-of-the-art fusion method.
Traditional fusion methods use either the ranks of documents, or their relevance-scores, but not the documents’
content [22, 16, 21, 6, 38]. One reason for doing so is lack of
(quick) access to the document content. We hasten to point
that our re-ranking methods need not necessarily compute
inter-document similarities based on the entire document
content. Case in point, snippets (i.e., document summaries)
can potentially be used for computing inter-document similarities, as is the case, for example, in some work on clustering results of Web search engines [49]. Snippets (and other
document features) were also utilized in some fusion models [13, 7, 41]; in contrast to our methods, inter-document
similarities were not exploited.
There is a large body of work on re-ranking a retrieved
list using inter-document similarities within the list (e.g.,
[47, 34, 4, 19, 28, 51, 26, 29, 35, 48, 20, 36]). As described
in Section 2, our models could conceptually be viewed as
a generalization of some of these approaches (e.g., [4, 19,
28]) to the two-lists case. Furthermore, our SimRank algorithm is reminiscent of a cluster-based re-ranking model
wherein similarities between documents in the list and clusters of documents in the list are utilized [29]. We demonstrate the merits of our methods with respect to a stateof-the-art cluster-based (one-list) re-ranking method [26] in
Section 5.2.
We posed our re-ranking methods as a potential means
for integrating document-based and cluster-based retrieval
results. Some previous work [34, 27] has shown the effectiveness of cluster-based smoothing of document language
models as a way for integrating document-based and clusterbased information. We demonstrate in Section 5.2 the merits in using our methods with respect to one such state-ofthe-art approach [27].
Another proposed use of our methods is for improving the
robustness of pseudo-feedback-based (PF) retrieval, specifically, by re-ranking the PF results (Linit ) using those retrieved in response to the original query (Lhelp ). A recentlyproposed approach resembles ours in that it fuses Linit and
Lhelp using traditional fusion methods [52]. One potential benefit of our approach is the consideration of interdocument similarities. Case in point, a document not highly
ranked in response to the original query (e.g., that does not
exhibit high surface-level query similarity) can still be positioned at high ranks of the final result list — the underlying idea of using PF — if it is similar to documents highly
ranked in Lhelp . We further demonstrate the merits of our
approach in Section 5.3.
Re-ranking PF-based retrieved results using those produced in response to the original query is conceptually rem-

iniscent of work on fusing the results retrieved in response
to various (manually created) query representations [40, 9,
8]; however, inter-document-similarities — the importance
of which for this task is demonstrated in Section 5.3 — were
not used. In addition, we note that previously-proposed approaches for improving PF-based retrieval robustness (e.g.,
[1, 37, 39, 43, 12, 11, 33]), which improve the query-model
used for ranking, can potentially benefit from employing our
methods upon the retrieved results, as we show (for one such
method [1]) in Section 5.3.

5.

EVALUATION

We next explore the effectiveness (or lack thereof) of our
re-ranking methods when (i) employed over TREC runs
(Section 5.1), (ii) used to integrate document-based and
cluster-based retrieval (Section 5.2), and (iii) used to improve the robustness of pseudo-feedback-based retrieval (Section 5.3).
Following some previous work on re-ranking [28, 29], we
use a language-model-based approach to estimate similarDir[µ]
(·) denote the
ities between texts. Specifically, let pz
unigram, Dirichlet-smoothed, language model induced from
text z, where µ is the smoothing parameter [50]. (Unless
otherwise specified, we set µ = 1000 following previous recommendations [50].) We then define the inter-text-similarity
estimate for texts x and y:
˛˛
“
“
””
def
˛˛
(·) ˛˛ pDir[µ]
sim(x, y) = exp −D pDir[0]
(·) ;
x
y

D is the KL divergence. This estimate was shown to be
effective in previous work on utilizing inter-document similarities for re-ranking [28, 29].
We apply tokenization, Porter stemming, and stopword
removal (using the INQUERY list) to all data used in our
experiments via the Lemur toolkit (www.lemurproject.org),
which is also used for language-model induction.
We posed our re-ranking methods as a means for improving precision at top ranks. Therefore, we use the precision of
the top 5 and 10 documents (p@5, p@10), and the mean reciprocal rank of the first relevant document (MRR) as evaluation measures. We use the Wilcoxon two-tailed test at
a 95% confidence level to determine statistically-significant
differences in performance.
We set α, the ancestry parameter used by our methods,
to a value in {5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50} so as to optimize p@5. (In
most cases, α = 20 yields effective performance.) If two
values yield the same p@5, we choose the one minimizing
p@10 so as to provide conservative estimates of performance;
in case of a tie for both p@5 and p@10, we choose the value
minimizing MRR.

5.1 Re-ranking TREC runs
Our first order of business is to study the general effectiveness of our re-ranking approach. To that end, we rerank TREC runs [46] (i.e., lists submitted by TREC participants in response to a query). We set Linit , the list upon
which re-ranking is performed, to the top-k documents in
the run that yields the best p@5 — the evaluation measure
for which we optimize performance — among all submitted
runs. The list Lhelp , which is used for re-ranking Linit , is
set to the k highest ranked documents in the run that yields
the second-best p@5. We set k = 50 following findings

that using inter-document similarities for re-ranking is most
effective when employed over relatively short lists [19, 28].
We normalize retrieval scores for inter-compatibility. (While
this is not required by our methods, except for cases of negative retrieval scores, it is crucial for the CombMNZ method
that we use as a reference comparison.) Specifically, let
sL (d) be d’s original retrieval score in the run that was used
to create L; we set ScoreL (d), the retrieval score used by
s (d)−min ′

s (d′ )

d ∈L L
our methods, to max ′ L sL (d′ )−min
′ .
d ∈L
d′ ∈L sL (d )
To study the importance of utilizing inter-document similarities between documents in Linit and Lhelp , we use two
fusion approaches as reference comparisons to our re-ranking
methods. The first is CombMNZ [22, 32] — a state of the
art fusion method that scores document d in Linit ∪Lhelp by
(δ[d ∈ Linit ] + δ[d ∈ Lhelp ])(ScoreLinit (d) + ScoreLhelp (d)).
The second reference comparison that we consider, CombMult, could be regarded as a special case of SimRank wherein
two documents are deemed similar if and only if they are the
same document. Specifically, CombMult scores d in Linit ∪
Lhelp by ScoreLinit (d) · ScoreLhelp (d); to avoid zero-score

def

multiplication, we define (only for CombMult) ScoreL (d) =
mind′ ∈L ScoreL (d′ ) if d 6∈ L.
For experiments we use the ad-hoc track of trec3, the Web
tracks of trec9 and trec10, and the robust track of trec12;
these were used in previous work on fusion (e.g., [3, 38]).
The performance numbers of all methods are presented
in Table 1. Our first observation is that both SimRank
and SimMNZRank are in general quite effective in re-ranking Linit ; specifically, in all reference comparisons (track ×
evaluation measure), except for those of trec9, their performance is better — in many occasions to a substantial extent
and to a statistically significant degree — than that of the
best run used to create Linit . For trec9, the performance of
both methods is lower than that of the best run, although
not to a statistically significant degree. (Note that both fusion methods, CombMNZ and CombMult, also post performance that is inferior to that of the best run for trec9. The
substantial, and statistically-significant, performance differences between the best run and the second-best run for trec9
imply to the challenge of improving on the performance of
the former.)
Another observation that we make based on Table 1 is that
the performance of SimRank and SimMNZRank is superior
in most relevant comparisons, and, often, to a statically significant degree, to that of the second-best run that was used
to create Lhelp .
In comparing SimRank with SimMNZRank, we see that
the latter posts performance that is superior in most relevant comparisons to that of the former. Thus, rewarding
documents in Linit that also appear in Lhelp , as is done by
SimMNZRank as opposed to SimRank, has positive impact
on re-ranking performance.
We also see in Table 1 that SimRank and SimMNZRank
post performance that is in most relevant comparisons superior to that of the CombMult fusion method. Furthermore, their performance also transcends that of CombMNZ
in most comparisons for trec3, trec9 and trec10; for trec12,
CombMNZ posts better performance. (The performance differences between our methods and CombMNZ, however, are
not statistically significant.) We also note that both fusion
methods (CombMult and CombMNZ) rarely post statistically significant performance improvements over the best

best(Linit )
second-best(Lhelp )
CombMNZ
CombMult
SimRank
SimMNZRank

p@5
76.0
74.4
80.4h
80.8h
82.0ih
82.8ih

trec3
p@10
71.2
72.2
73.8
75.4
75.4i
76.0i

MRR
84.9
84.2
88.2
86.4
87.8
89.2

p@5
59.2
45.6i
56.8h
52.4h
56.8h
57.2h

trec9
p@10
51.8
38.4i
49.4h
44.0ih
c
49.6h
m
49.0h

MRR
76.1
61.2i
70.1
70.6h
71.8
71.8

p@5
63.2
55.6
69.6h
67.6h
72.4ih
71.2ih

trec10
p@10
58.8
46.8i
59.6h
56.8h
62.8h
m
60.4h

MRR
80.4
70.6
90.3ih
90.9ih
89.7h
90.1ih

p@5
54.8
52.8
58.2h
57.2h
57.2h
57.6ih

trec12
p@10
45.2
48.8
49.9i
49.0i
48.4i
48.6i

MRR
75.4
74.7
78.9
78.6
77.4
78.0

Table 1: Performance numbers of re-ranking (using SimRank and SimMNZRank) the best-p@5 run in a TREC
track using the second-best-p@5 run. The performance of the CombMNZ and CombMult fusion methods is
presented for comparison. The best result in a column is boldfaced. Statistically significant differences with
best, second-best, CombMNZ, and CombMult, are marked with ’i’, ’h’, ’c’, and ’m’, respectively.
run, while our re-ranking methods do so in about a third
(SimRank) and a half (SimMNZRank) of the relevant comparisons (track × evaluation measure). Thus, we see that
there is merit in utilizing inter-document similarities between Linit and Lhelp as is done by our methods as opposed
to the fusion methods.

5.2 Integrating document-based and clusterbased retrieval
We next study the effectiveness of our methods in re-ranking a list retrieved by a standard document-based approach
(Linit ) using a list retrieved by a cluster-based method (Lhelp ).
To create Linit , we use the standard KL-retrieval approach [30], denoted DocRet. Specifically, we set Linit to
the 50 documents d in the corpus that yield the highest
sim(q, d). Following previous work on re-ranking [28, 29],
we set µ, the document language model smoothing parameter, to a value optimizing MAP@1000. Although MAP is
not one of the evaluation metrics that we consider, it is a
general-purpose evaluation criterion that yields ranking of
a reasonable quality. Naturally, then, we use the same retrieval method with µ optimized for p@5 — the measure for
which we optimize the performance of our re-ranking methods — as a reference comparison, denoted DocRetOpt.
To create Lhelp , we first cluster the corpus into static (offline) nearest-neighbor overlapping clusters [23, 27]. Specifically, for each document d we define a cluster that contains
d and its α − 1 nearest-neighbors d′ (d′ 6= d) according to
sim(d, d′ ); we set α = 10, since such small nearest-neighbor
clusters are known to yield effective retrieval performance
[23, 27]. As is common in work on cluster-based retrieval in
the language modeling framework [34, 27, 29], we represent
cluster c by the big document that results from concatenating its constituent documents. The order of concatenation
has no effect since we only use unigram language models
that assume term independence.
To exploit the overlap of clusters, we use the effective BagSelect retrieval algorithm [28], referred to here as ClustRet.
Specifically, let T opRetClust(q) be the set of 50 clusters c
that yield the highest sim(q, c). The score of document d is
def

ScoreClustRet (d) = sim(q, d) · #{c ∈ T opRetClust(q) : d ∈
c}. Thus, d is ranked high if it is a member of many topretrieved clusters and if it exhibits high query-similarity. Finally, we set Lhelp to the list of documents that are members
of the clusters in T opRetClust(q) ordered by their ClustRetassigned scores.

As at the above, we use the CombMNZ fusion method
— employed over the lists Linit and Lhelp using normalized
retrieval scores — as a reference comparison.
We also consider two additional reference comparisons
that utilize a state-of-the-art cluster-based retrieval approach,
namely, the interpolation algorithm [27]. Specifically, given
a set of clusters S, document d that belongs to at least one
cluster
P in S is assigned with the score λsim(q, d) + (1 −
λ) c∈S sim(q, c)sim(c, d); λ is a free parameter. The interpolation algorithm was shown to be highly effective for
re-ranking the cluster-based retrieved list Lhelp (i.e., setting
def

S = T opRetClust(q)) [27]; we use Interp(stat) to denote this implementation. The interpolation algorithm was
also shown to yield state-of-the-art performance in re-ranking a list retrieved by document-based retrieval (Linit ) [26];
specifically, such implementation, denoted Interp(dyn), uses
50 dynamic, query-specific nearest-neighbor clusters (of 10
documents) that are created from documents in Linit [26].
For both Interp(stat) and Interp(dyn), we set λ to a value
in {0, 0.1, . . . , 1} so as to optimize p@5.
To further study the importance of using the cluster-based
retrieved list for re-ranking the document-based retrieved
list, we also experiment with an implementation of Simdef
Rank, denoted SimRankNoHelp3 , wherein Lhelp = Linit
— i.e., inter-document similarities within Linit are used for
its re-ranking. (The value of α is chosen, as at the above,
to optimize p@5.)
Since clustering the web corpora from trec9 and trec10
is computationally demanding, we used for the experiments
here the following four TREC corpora, which were used in
some previous work on re-ranking [34, 28, 29]:
corpus
ROBUST
AP
WSJ
SJMN

queries
301-450, 601-700
51-150
151-200
51-150

disk(s)
4,5 (-CR)
1-3
1-2
3

The performance numbers of our re-ranking methods and
those of the reference comparisons are presented in Table
2. Our first observation is that the performance of SimRank
and SimMNZRank is better in most relevant comparisons —
often to a statistically significant degree — than that of the
document-based retrieval (DocRet) that was used to create
the list Linit upon which re-ranking is performed. Furthermore, the performance of both methods is also consistently
3
This is reminiscent of a previously-proposed re-ranking algorithm [28].

DocRet(Linit )
ClustRet(Lhelp )
DocRetOpt
CombMNZ
Interp(stat)
Interp(dyn)
SimRankNoHelp
SimRank
SimMNZRank

p@5
48.2
48.8
48.3
49.4
48.9
50.2i
49.4
50.8ih
os
50.9ih
ocs

ROBUST
p@10
43.2
44.9
44.0i
44.8i
43.3c
45.1is
45.3is
45.8ih
s
45.8ih
os

MRR
68.8
65.5i
67.2
67.3h
68.6
68.1
67.5
67.2h
67.2h

p@5
44.6
49.7i
45.5
49.7io
52.3io
50.1i
50.7io
52.1io
52.3io

AP
p@10
43.5
48.2i
43.5h
47.0io
47.5
47.8io
48.4io
49.1io
49.3ioc

MRR
59.5
61.6
58.8
63.6o
61.4
59.3
60.9
63.3
65.1ion

p@5
55.6
58.8
57.6
58.4
60.4i
60.8
59.2i
61.6i
62.0ic

WSJ
p@10
49.8
54.6i
50.0
53.4i
53.2i
53.4i
53.2io
53.6i
54.0i

MRR
71.5
75.9
75.2
79.5i
77.7
77.6
77.4
77.1
76.8

p@5
33.2
35.4
33.6
35.6
37.8i
36.0
38.2i
37.6ic
37.4i

SJMN
p@10
28.7
31.8i
28.7
33.2io
33.8io
32.9io
34.3io
33.1io
33.9io

MRR
48.5
52.3
50.7
51.9
50.9
47.9
53.1id
50.8
51.4

Table 2: Performance numbers of SimRank and SimMNZRank when re-ranking a list (Linit ) retrieved by
a document-based approach (DocRet) using a list (Lhelp ) retrieved by a cluster-based approach (ClustRet).
The performance of optimized document-based retrieval (DocRetOpt), the CombMNZ method, a state-ofthe-art cluster-based approach (interpolation [27]) — implemented either with static clusters (Interp(stat))
to re-rank Lhelp , or with dynamic, query-specific clusters (Interp(dyn)) to re-rank Linit — and SimRank
implemented over Linit without using Lhelp (SimRankNoHelp) is presented for reference. The best result in
a column is boldfaced. Statistically significant differences with DocRet, ClustRet, DocRetOpt, CombMNZ,
Interp(stat), Interp(dyn), and SimRankNoHelp, are marked with ’i’, ’h’, ’o’, ’c’, ’s’, ’d’, and ’n’, respectively.
better than that of the optimized document-based retrieval
method (DocRetOpt). In addition, both re-ranking methods post performance that is better in almost all relevant
comparisons than that of the cluster-based retrieval method
(ClustRet) that was used to create Lhelp .
We can also see in Table 2 that the re-ranking methods
(especially SimMNZRank) post performance that is superior in a majority of the relevant comparisons (sometimes to
a statistically significant degree) to that of the CombMNZ
fusion method. Hence, inter-document similarities induced
between the lists seem to be a helpful source of information
for re-ranking as was the case for the TREC tracks.
Another observation that we make based on Table 2 is
that SimMNZRank is superior in most relevant comparisons to the interpolation algorithms. While only a few
of these performance differences are statistically significant
(see the ROBUST case), SimMNZRank posts more statistically significant performance improvements over DocRet
and DocRetOpt than the interpolation algorithms do. The
performance improvements posted by SimMNZRank with
respect to Interp(dyn) attest to the benefit in using the
cluster-based retrieved list (Lhelp ) to re-rank Linit . (Recall that Interp(dyn) is a state-of-the-art re-ranking method
that uses information only within Linit .) This finding is
further supported by the fact that in a majority of the relevant comparisons, both SimRank and SimMNZRank post
better performance than that of SimRankNoHelp that uses
inter-document-similarities only within Linit .

5.3 Robust pseudo-feedback-based query expansion
The next challenge that we address is that of robust pseudofeedback-based query expansion. Our goal is to re-rank the
results of pseudo-feedback-based retrieval (Linit ) using those
retrieved in response to the original query (Lhelp ) so as to
potentially ameliorate query drift.
We use the relevance model approach [31, 1], which is a
state-of-the-art pseudo-feedback-based query expansion technique, to create Linit . Specifically, let w denote a term in
[m]
the vocabulary, {qi } be the bag of query terms, Dq be the
set of m documents d in the corpus that yield the highest

J M [λ]

(·) denote x’s Jelinek-Mercer smoothed
sim(q, d), and px
language model with smoothing parameter λ [31]. The basic
relevance model, a.k.a. RM1, is defined as
def

pRM 1 (w; λ) =

X

[m]

d∈Dq

J M [λ]

pd

(w) P

Q

J M [λ]

i

pd
Q

[m]
dj ∈Dq

(qi )

J M [λ]

i p dj

(qi )

.

Following previous work [1], we clip RM1 by setting pRM 1 (w; λ)
to 0 for all but the γ terms with the highest pRM 1 (w; λ); further normalization is performed to yield a probability distribution p̃RM 1 (·; λ, γ). To potentially prevent query drift
at the language model level, RM1 is anchored to the original query [1]; that is, the resultant language model, a.k.a.
RM3, which we use in the experiments to follow, is defined
as follows:
def

pRM 3 (w; λ, γ, ψ) = ψpJq M [1] (w) + (1 − ψ)p̃RM 1 (w; λ, γ).
Then, Linit , the list to be re-ranked, is set to the 50 documents
˛˛ that yield
“ d in the corpus
” the lowest KL divergence
˛˛ Dir[µ]
D pRM 3 (·; λ, γ, ψ) ˛˛ pd
(·) .
In what follows, we set λ = 0.9 following previous recommendations [31]. The values of the other free parameters
are chosen from the following sets to optimize MAP@1000,
so as to ensure that the list Linit is of a reasonable quality:
m ∈ {10, 50, 100, 500}, γ ∈ {25, 50, 100, 500, ALL}, where
“ALL” stands for using all terms in the vocabulary (i.e., no
clipping), and ψ ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9}; µ is set to 1000 as
in all other algorithms. Consequently, a natural choice for
a reference comparison to our methods is RM3opt — the
RM3 model with the values of the free parameters optimized
for p@5 — the metric for which we optimize the performance
of our re-ranking methods.
The list Lhelp using which our methods re-rank the pseudofeedback-based results (Linit ), is set to the 50 documents
d in the corpus that yield the highest sim(q, d) — i.e., the
standard KL-retrieval method with µ = 1000; we denote this
approach here as DocRetOrigQuery so as to emphasize
that this retrieval is performed in response to the original
query. As in all other experiments, we use the CombMNZ

RM3(Linit )
DocRetOrigQuery(Lhelp )
RM3opt
CombMNZ
SimRank
SimMNZRank

p@5
49.0
48.2
51.2ih
48.9o
49.7
50.0

ROBUST
p@10
45.6
43.2i
46.1h
45.2h
44.8o
44.7o

MRR
68.2
68.8
67.6
68.8i
65.8h
oc
66.0h
c

p@5
49.3
44.6i
50.7h
47.1
50.9h
c
51.5h
c

AP
p@10
46.7
43.5
48.5h
47.5h
48.1h
48.8h

MRR
59.4
59.5
58.4
59.3
61.3
61.5

p@5
58.8
55.6
62.4h
57.6o
59.6
59.2

WSJ
p@10
55.0
49.8i
56.0h
53.4h
56.4h
c
56.4h
c

MRR
75.6
71.5
77.0
77.1h
77.7
77.7

p@5
38.4
33.2i
39.6h
36.8h
39.2h
39.2h

SJMN
p@10
34.5
28.7i
34.1h
32.4ih
35.4h
c
35.0h
c

MRR
50.5
48.5
49.5i
52.4io
52.4
51.9

Table 3: Performance numbers of re-ranking the results of pseudo-feedback-based retrieval (RM3) with
those of standard document-based retrieval performed in response to the original query (DocRetOrigQuery).
The performance of optimized pseudo-feedback-based retrieval (RM3opt) and that of the CombMNZ fusion
method is presented for reference. The best result in a column is boldfaced. Statistically significant differences
with RM3, DocRetOrigQuery, RM3opt, and CombMNZ, are marked with ’i’, ’h’, ’o’, and ’c’, respectively.
fusion method upon Linit and Lhelp (with normalized retrieval scores4 ) as a reference comparison to our methods.
Recall that our motivation for re-ranking pseudo-feedbackbased retrieval results, in addition to improving their overall effectiveness, is to improve performance robustness. To
measure the success, or lack thereof, of the different methods in accomplishing this goal, we use the “reliability of
improvement index” (RI) [39], a.k.a. the “robustness index” [12]. Specifically, for retrieval method M, we define
def

RI = %N+ − %N− , where %N+ (%N− ) is the percentage of queries for which the p@5-performance of M is better (worse) than that of the retrieval based on the original
query (DocRetOrigQuery); note that RI takes 100 and -100
as maximum and minimum values, respectively.
The performance numbers of our methods, along with
those of the reference comparisons, are presented in Table
3. Table 4 presents the performance-robustness numbers of
the methods. Our first observation based on Table 3 is that
both re-ranking methods post performance that is in most
relevant comparisons superior (although not to a statistically significant degree) to that of RM3, which was used to
create the list Linit . Moreover, the robustness of both reranking methods is almost always better than that of RM3
as can be seen in Table 4. As RM3 attempts to prevent
query-drift at the language-model-level (see the above), we
view these results as gratifying.
When considering the CombMNZ fusion method, we see
that it posts performance that is in most cases inferior to,
and less robust than, that of RM3 and our re-ranking methods. This finding supports the benefit in using inter-documentsimilarities between the retrieved lists: we want to both
ameliorate query drift and to let documents not retrieved in
response to the original query to be retrieved by the pseudofeedback-based approach.
We can also see in Table 3 that SimMNZRank is superior
to RM3opt, the optimized relevance model, in 7 out of 12 relevant comparisons (corpus × evaluation measure); however,
these improvements are not statistically significant. RM3opt
does manage to yield statistically-significant improvements
over our methods for the ROBUST corpus, albeit not with
respect to p@5 — the metric for which performance was optimized. In addition, we see in Table 4 that for the AP and
SJMN corpora, the performance of SimMNZRank is more
˛˛
“
”
˛˛ Dir[µ]
4
We use exp(−D pRM 3 (·; λ, γ, ψ) ˛˛ pd
(·) ) as the
pseudo-feedback-based retrieval score of d, and normalize
it as at the above.

RM3(Linit )
RM3opt
CombMNZ
SimRank
SimMNZRank

ROBUST
1.6
12.4
3.2
6.4
8.0

AP
14.1
13.1
9.1
19.2
20.2

WSJ
10.0
18.0
8.0
18.0
16.0

SJMN
11.0
13.0
9.0
11.0
14.0

Table 4: Performance robustness of the methods
from Table 3; bold marks the best result in a coldef
umn. Robustness is computed by RI = %N+ − %N− ,
where %N+ (%N− ) is the percentage of queries for
which the p@5-performance of the approach is better (worse) than that of retrieval performed in response to the original query (DocRetOrigQuery).
robust than that of RM3opt; for the ROBUST and WSJ
corpora, the reverse holds.
In comparing SimRank with SimMNZRank we see that
none dominates the other with respect to overall effectiveness. (Refer to Table 3.) However, SimMNZRank does
yield performance that is for most corpora more robust than
that of SimRank (see Table 4). The latter finding resonates
with the fact that SimMNZRank performs “stronger” queryanchoring than that of SimRank by the virtue of rewarding
documents that are both in Linit and in Lhelp ; recall that
the latter was retrieved in response to the original query.
All in all, the findings at the above attest that our reranking methods are a potential means to improving the
robustness and overall effectiveness of the RM3 model.

6. CONCLUSION
We presented a novel approach to re-ranking an initially
retrieved list so as to improve precision at the very top
ranks. Our approach is based on utilizing similarities between documents in the list and documents in a second
list that was produced using, for example, a different retrieval method and/or query representation. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our methods in re-ranking high
quality TREC runs. In addition, we showed that our methods can be used to integrate document-based and clusterbased retrieved results; and, to improve the overall effectiveness, and performance robustness, of a state-of-the-art
pseudo-feedback-based query expansion method.
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